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Thoroughly Unexpected: a Men’s-Liberation film out of Hollywood 

 

Celebrate the Masculine. It’s the rare film out of Hollywood, these days at least, that 

can be said to showcase Masculinity positively, much less Boyhood as old-school rough & 

tumble, no ADHD meds in sight. Not since 1986’s Stand By Me can I recollect a tribute such as I 

witnessed a few nights ago in 2012’s Mud, with Matthew McConaughey in the title role. It was 

full of pleasant surprises which I can’t wait to enumerate. 

Spoiler Alert and a Warning. There are giveaways in this overview though it primarily 

discusses Thematic elements rather than the nitty-gritty of plot-points. The “warning” is for 

movie viewers of the Men’s Rights persuasion: there’s blatant chivalrous behavior (a.k.a. white-

knighting or “traditional masculinity”) exhibited within the film by both generations of the 

movie’s male leads and this is not presented as something to get past, over, or cured of. 

Only one negative. Typically I can find several flaws - in anything - but this time I found 

only one. Having grown up in rural Connecticut I felt insulted by Hollywood’s depiction of 

small-town Arkansas folk, which after all formed the bulk of Mud’s cast. It’s as if the elite media 

in general and the West Coast Beautiful People specifically don’t trust we’ve swallowed the bait 

they’ve tossed to us for the last 20 or 30 years. As if we haven’t already bought-into the “proper” 

urban-good/country-bad belief system. (Actually they’d be right. Plenty of us don’t repeat the 

same “Ick-yuck-aaahk, more altitude more speed, hurry-hurry, it’s flyover country” chorus under 

our collective breath on each and every coast-to-coast nonstop flight like they do.) 

So once again the billion-dollar California dream machine pulled out the stops; went into 

hard-sell mode. Beyond the stereotypical uncool, unsophisticated, completely unstylish white-

trash depicted on screen, the film’s starring masculine triad (Mud and the two barely-teen boys) 

unfailingly appear Dirty with a capital-D. Or dirty and greasy and scruffy. O.K. I think we get it: 

boys are gritty and grimy and grown-up boys are worse cuz they’re unshaven, too. 

And now, the pleasant surprises. 

Caution: boys at play. Hip, hip, hooray! Mud shows boys spending their free time not 

only unplugged but out in the real world. Sure, as a mom I was worried now and then…“What if 

this happened,” and “What if that happened.” But I got over it (maybe because I played the very 

same way, free and unsupervised, in the 50’s & 60’s in the deepest darkest wilds of the most 

northwestern corner of Connecticut…and survived). Best of all is the fact these boys got to be 

Boys…without getting diagnosed afterwards with the Inability-to-Act like Girls (and remain 

stationary & seated indoors for hour after hour). How refreshing is that? 

Hit by the un-glam stick. Next, we get to see two big-name “beautiful” stars all kinds of 

un-glamorous: Matthew McConaughey, on-the-run for killing a woman-beater and Reese 

Witherspoon as the woman-beaten, whom Mud has loved since forever. He still has his Hopes-

Springing-Eternal for their imminent reunion. 

Man. Not. Bad. Speaking of McConaughey’s Mud, how pleasant it was to finally see the 

White Male Stranger who doesn’t economically pillage, literally pillage, or otherwise brutalize 

innocents onscreen…unlike so many other films where such “typical male traits” are 
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propagandized as a given, all so Hollywood can show off its genius-effects and quote-unquote 

True-to-Life storytelling. 

Uh-oh, Hollywood and guns? Well, surprise again as Mud unabashedly declares why he 

carries a handgun. Rather than go wishy-washy when the boys see it tucked (rather stupidly, but 

par for Hollywood’s course) in the back of his jeans, he answers, Why it’s for his own 

protection. Brilliant answer in my view and precisely why I have one handy as I write this as 

well, though mine’s in a belt holster. Unfortunately the movie poster of McConaughey on IMDB 

exhibits another typical Hollywood gun faux pas: placing a finger on the trigger while the gun is 

still more or less endangering someone (in this case, M.McC’s own derriere). 

My training taught me to never put a finger on a trigger unless I’m “prepared.” Prepared 

meaning: 1) my intended target (paper in practice) is down the gun barrel and in my sights, and 

2) I’m set to literally kill it, i.e. let a round fly at it. But, oh, how Hollywood movie stars do love 

to tell actual gun owners why they should or shouldn’t have this gun, that gun, or any at all, don’t 

they? 

BFF’s. I loved how this movie showed the durability of both inter- and intra-generational 

male-friendships, even in the face of important disagreements. We see Ellis is immediately 

smitten you might as well say with the Mud character, while his best-bud, Neckbone remains 

doggedly skeptical about the man for the longest time. Even so the boys still work together 

throughout this failure to see eye-to-eye. The adult relationship between Mud and his youthful 

mentor played by Sam Shepard ultimately heals as well. The details of Mud’s “differences” with 

this older man, resident on the river near Ellis’s houseboat and simply called “sniper” early on, 

remain hazy. 

The sainted female…not!  Unlike many contemporary media depictions of women, 

whether young, middle-aged, or old, this film proves the double-X of the species are only 

human, too. Both the teen girl Ellis has his eye on and the Reese Whitherspoon character are 

idealized at first, then shown in all their fallibility. Via the feminine tendancy toward fickleness. 

And true to the ideal nature of the Man, neither the young nor the mature male crumbles 

into nothingness at this realization, rather they slog on through their lives, even Ellis’s father 

accepts reality of his inexplicably-divided family by film’s end. 

Real men survive. Fallible women? Well, we never really find out. We see the teen girl 

move on, presumably to the next guy in line that’ll have her. It seems safe to assume “ditto” for 

Mud’s former hearthrob as well. While we have absolutely no clue about Ellis’s about to be 

divorced mom, we do see how his life has changed: forcibly transplanted from an earthy 

riverside setting to the concrete and brick of an apartment dweller. But oh, how his face lights up 

when he realizes, though now one of those previously dreaded “townies,” he lives in the midst of 

some pretty alluring wildlife. Teenaged girls. 

L’amour, l’amour, toujours l’amour. Fitting perfectly yin/yang-like up against the 

fallible-female theme is the honest way in which Mud portrays the Love that a Man has for a 

Woman. It is shown as a worthy lifelong pursuit, albeit one fraught with obstacles from the get-

go, if not landmines. 
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To serve and protect...Unless something changes. The film also showcases the 

hypocrisy or fickleness (femaleness, perhaps?) of government in two instances. Subtly at first in 

the discussions of the upcoming loss of the houseboat/riverside lifestyle by government fiat or 

made-up regulations. The back and forth between Ellis’s father and mother relay how their 

houseboat can’t be sold, given, or even bequeathed to another. Nope. It must be destroyed slash 

removed board by board, along with the family’s Independence, Liberty, and Livelihood. 

Because Uncle Sam (or one of his state-delegated counterparts) says so. And by the end of the 

film we see the government blatantly doing just that, whereas a mere rule-change could have just 

as “legally” left the river-dwellers in peace. 

The second instance of hypocritical government is seen when the Texans come to town. 

They seek revenge on Mud and easily turn the local “law” into their puppets by simply paying-

off enough locals to become informants. They’ll square away Mud’s legal problem on their own. 

Intent vs. Results. I say in the video version of this essay that I’m not sure what the 

producers of Mud intended. Of course in hindsight I should have said, beyond making a few 

bucks I don’t know what they intended. Well, it made a lot more than a few bucks considering 

the 130-minute production cost only $10 million and its worldwide earnings as of September 

2013 were $28.8 million. 

More important than the excellent return on investment is the picture’s unabashedly start 

to finish pro-male flavor. In my view it was a White…Heterosexual…Male…Liberation flick 

and so saving the best-for-last, my final thematic surprise of a reason for watching it is 

(drumroll…) because it showcases a strong white man, with the indispensable assistance of two 

young white boys-on-the-cusp-of-manhood. 

Not just male, three-dimensional male. Mud, Ellis, and Neckbone were each played as 

competent, knowledgeable, resourceful, and loyal, but most of all (in true Masculine fashion) 

they were willing to help themselves and each other out of the tightest spots ever encountered in 

their lives (literally Life vs. Death and Freedom vs. actual Incarceration)…through what seemed 

the pipe-dreamiest of “quests.” The repairing and launching of a boat caught up in a tree. 

Future celebrations? Here’s hoping you’ll have a look at Mud for yourself even though 

this gave plenty of it away. Here’s also hoping Hollywood feels the risk to make such male-

friendly fare is now a lot less and will go ahead and do so in the not too distant future. 


